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LEGAL ASPECTS OF FINANCIHG MANAGEI.IET.¡T BUYOUTS

A}¡D PRIVATISATIOII

DAVID SAUNDERS

l4anaging Director
B¡rvest ilanagement Buyout Group, Sydney

It is a privilege, albeit a somewhat daunting one, to address
this conference of heavyweights in the banking and 'legaì
fraternities. I will therefore start by emphasising that I am
neither a banker nor a lawyer. I merely spend 60 percent of my
life cajoling or negotiating with t,hem. Some of t,he cajoling has
resulted in my friend John 0'sullivan developing the habil of
referring to me as a "bush ìawyert'. I have never been able to
work out whether this was a compliment or not, nor have I
previously had the courage to confess my ignorance. In the
spirit of a true lawyer, ignorance is something on which he
always catches me out and then capitalises,

this, please do not expect any erudite expositions of the
finer points of corporate or bankìng law from this speaker, I
Given

wish, rather, to focus on three issues:

The first, is a banking point - the necessity that lending
structures reflect the nature of the transaction. An LBO is not
an LBO is not an

LB0.

The second issue is that legis'lative ttnannying" is inhibiting to
the LBO market in Australia.
The third issue is that MB0s require a level playing field to
thrive. Given the way the law is practised, as opposed to
framed, management is presently djsadvant,aged. Management should
be able to struct,ure LB0s and MBOs using the same information
used by major shareholders when the latter are trying to take

over a business"

LE¡¡DING STRUCTURES

Let me perhaps start by giving you a simple definition. A
leveraged buyout is the acquisition of a business on a highly

geared basis using essentially the assets and cashflow of tirat
business to finance it.
One example which would readily come to
mind of a leveraged buyout would be the acquisition by Mr Bond of
castlemaine Tooheys. A managenent buyout is a leveráged buyout
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management invo'lved in the equity structure as an equity
player in the transaction. So, for example, when Mr Bond took
over Castlemaine Tooheys, if Bill Widderberg, who was widely
regarded as the best, brewing man in Austral'ia, had been an equity
investor in that transaction, that, would have been a management
buyout,

Management buyouts can be big or small. For the bigger deals,
say those which are more t,han $10,000,000, an LBO specialist is

the transaction.
the financial wherewithal

required to provide addit,iona'l equÍty funds for

Management generally do not have
themselves to finance a big deal.

High Ieverage Ínt,roduces a significant element of risk in a
transaction - quite clearly, the more highly geared a business,
the more liable it is to some kind of f.ailure, You offset risk
with information. The more you know about a business, the
greater your knowledge of how it, works, fts strengths and
weaknesses, the more able you are to understand and assess risk.
So the availability of information to the LBO specialist who is
putting the deal together is a very critical part of doing
management buyouts and leveraged buyouts.

the key characteristics of LB0s? First, in order to
get access to the information, leveraged buyouts are usually
internal deaIs. Secondly, they are always highty geared.
Thirdly, there are always a number of players involved
management, the LBO specialist or the external investor, the
So what are

vendor and probably several lawyers and bankers.

conceptually LBOs come in at least two manifestations. By far
the most common world-wide, and indeed the only kind which has so
far been evident in Australia, is the long-term financial
arbitrage. This is an LBO driven by the recognition that capital
struct,ures have value, and costs associated with t,hat value. A
company nowadays must manage its capÍtal structure as well as its
business. As busjnesses age, they become more mature, they
become less risky. The techno'logies are old and will not change
drastically. The growt,h rates have declined. cash flow is nõt
needed to finance major capitaì expenditures, or investments in

capital. Instead, it can be used to service debt. If
such a business has 'low debt levels, it wilÏ become a takeover

working

target.

The second type

of LBO, and by far the most spectacular,

almost

all US in their origins, are the detnerger transaction, the
break-up of conglomerates. The businesi manaqement concept
currentìy in vogue can best be described as a istick to tire
knitting"

phflosophy.

on your core business activities and you wilr do them
well._ Do not spread your management tâlent over too many
fields. csR is a company which is piesent'ly attempting to get
Focus
rea'lly

back to the knftting. A classic

example of- the

de-merler tipe
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LBO would be the break-up of Beatrice International by the
Kohlberg, Kravis & Roberts Group in the United States. Beatrice
owned Samsonite luggage, Playtex bras, an orange juice business,

confectionary business
sold off.

The type

etc.

These businesses have now

a'll

of risks inherent in these two kinds of transactions

been

are

clearìy different. In the financial arbitrages, perhaps the key
determinant of success is the comect assessment of the
appropriate mix of business and financial risk. The higher the
business risk, the lower must be the financial risk, and vice
versa.

If you were looking at a leveraged buyout of a Coca Co'la Bottling
Company, for example, you could be very confident that Coca Cola
was going to be around in about twenty years time - very low
business risk, very predictable cashflow. If you were looking at
the

leveraged buyout, of a small manufacturing conpany - for
example, I was involved in the leveraged buyout, of a range hood
business called Torin - a better range hood might come along in
two or three years time. Such an LBO carries a significantly
higher business risk than the Coca Cola Bottling franchise LB0.
A significantly higher business risk means you cannot accept, the
same degree of financial risk. This business risk/financia'l risk
analysis is the responsibility of the LBO specialist. It, must be
seen in the context t,hat for equity participants in the LBO both
management and the LBO specialist,
the
'leverage inherent in the transaction. have a need to maximise the

tdhy? The LBO specia'list,

because leverage maximises his return
compete on the
basis of the IRR that their investments realise. The manager,
because the greater the percent,age of the purchase price which
can be funded by debt, the greater the percentage of the equity
which his personal financial capacity can earn for him.

on funds invested, and

LBO

specialists ultimately

Being simplistic, if we have a $j0,000,000 business and we can
finance it with 90 percent debt and 10 percent equity we need
$1,000,000 of equity. Management have probably got 9500,000 they
can put into the deal¡ they will clearly own half of the
business. If you can only put $8,000,000 of debt into the
transact,io! you need $2,000,000 of equity; management has still
only got $500,000 - do they get 25 percent of thã business or do
they get 50 percent, of the business? Clearly it is in their
interest, to have $9,000,000 of debt rather than 98,000,000 of

debt,.

This necessity for high gearing

in LBOs puts t,he lender in a neu,
ball game. He cannot simplisticalty apply standard financial
ratios to determine whether t,o make the loan. He too has to

develop an understanding

Now, the

LBO

is dependent

of

business risks.

specialistts abitity to fund LB0s wit,h the Jenders
of his last deal. Failure of a deal

on the success
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will jeopardise relationships built up and nurtured over many
years. His incentive to over-gear, therefore, has significant
built-in limitations. He is on the same side as the banker, in
needing to test

managementrs understanding of their business and
financial projections. He does this by becomi ng
comfortab'le with the managementts predictions abou thowa

their

business will perform, by spending weeks with them developing the
deal and learning about how t,he busjness works at the coal face,
identi fyi ng what t,he management consultants call its key factors

for

ccess.

The banker cannot do this,

He has neither the time nor the
training. Far more than in conventional corporate lending,
therefore, the lender is forced onto character assessments, his
judgment of the LBO specialist in particular and management to a
lesser extent, in determ'ining whether to do t,he deal. It is
critical to understand that the lender is very dependent on the
skills and experìence that the LBO specialist brings to the

tabl e.

The inescapable conclusion to

my mind is that the most useful
are the ones which bind the management and the LBO
specialist to the deal. They are, therefore, covenants about the
control and ownership of the business. Dontt let t,he
shareholders sell until the debt is back down to conventional
levels, and make sure the LBO specialist is actively involved in

covenants

the busjness, post

¡

MBO,

at board level at

minimum.

Turning to the de-merger LBO, the risks are very different. They
are stock market related risks as well as business risks. These
deals are based on the assumption that bloated corporate
overheads can be cut, surplus assets realised, and discrete
businesses operated more efficiently and profitably if freed from
the rest,ra'ining hand of head office" As a result, the value of
the discrete busjness unit,s, in aggregate, is greater than the

price required to buy the ent,ire conglomerate. The LBO
specialist puts together a bid for the conglomerate, and then
sells off the parts,

To

calì

on the Beatrice example

again,

when

that transaction

was
put into effect, I think about 100 peopte from the head office
were fired on day 1, the sponsorship which Beatrice was financing
of a grand prix racing car was removed, and on an annualiseã
basis the overheads of the company were cut by 940,000,000. In
that' transaction I think t,he price which was paid uas a multiple
of seven times earnings before interest and t,ax, so if you äut
$40,000,000 off the overhead, in essence you havä added
approximately $300,000,000 to the value of the business just on
!uy_ 1. flq purchase price of that business by t,he way ìras 6
billìon dollars, of which I think 9300,000,000 was equity
- - so
the equity investors in theory
percent

made 100

As I

said

earlier,

on day

these de-merger transactions

1.

are the

most

spectacular, and have probably generated the highest returns.
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Now, this may come as a surprise, but this is because they carry
the highest risks, The principle upon which they are financed in
the US is that the deal must be just able to service the
associated interest, bill for (say) three or four years, wit,h no
repayments of principaì. The ability to service interest is a
function of cash flow, by the way, not just earnings.

For example, if it can be demonstrated to the financiers that
working capital could be driven harder and capital expenditure
delayed, those savings will be factored into cashflow to
determine whether the deal can pay its interest bill for a couple
of years. You actually need nerves of steel to do a deal like
this. Again to use the Beatrice example, in the first year after
the deal was done Beatrice reported operat'ing losses of
$70,000,000.

Repayment

of principaì onìy starts with divestiture of

the

businesses. If the stock market falls, so arguab'ly does the
value of a privately owned business. The t'lending" risks in de-

merger transact,ion therefore have a
component

in them.

significant

ttquasi-equity'r

If, and hopefully when, transactions of this kind develop 'in
Australia, t,he key issue which ìenders and their'legal advisors
will have to face is the fact that by convent'ional tests the
loans will be in default immediately they are made. So what new
tests should be imposed? In my vîew the key is again to bind the
players to the deal, just as in the financial arbitrage type of
transaction, It is also important to control all leakages of
cash out of the system, in fees and salaries for example.
Incidentally, one of the things that always amazes me 'in ]ookìng
at the documentation for these transactions from the banks is
that they never seek to control fees and salaries. There are
always rules and covenants on the payment of dividends but nobody
ever asks the question of how much salary is being paid to the
managing director. Excess salary payments are just as much cash
'leakages
as a dividend payment.

Fina'|1y, there is often a need for complex layering of security
levels (senior debt, subordinated debt, preferred equity, common
equity) in bot,h the financ'ial arbitrage and the de-merger LBO,

The relative rights of the various layers of
invariably require careful documentation.

securities

HCSC I'lAilHYI¡¡G

I would l'ike to focus for a minute on one reason why de-merger
LB0s have not yet developed in Austral ia, even t,hough t,he
discredited conglomerate is a much more significant factor on the
Australian stock market than the US stock market. One reason
that has been put forward is that you probably need to own 100
percent of a company in order to get the debt effectively
structured, and for compuìsory acquisition in Australia you have
to achieve a 90 percent acceptance rate under a takeover offer.
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of the difficu'lties in achieving the 90 percent acceptance
rate is the existence of Targe number of spoilers - people Tike
Mr Packer, Mr Brierley, Mr Adler - who will enter the stock
market, buy 10 percent of the stock and effectively hold you to
ransom. I am not sure I agree that this is a key factor. There
are probab'ly structural soìutions to the problem. lrle did this a
few years ago when I managed the privatisation of Consolidated
Press by Kerry Packer. l,le achieved all we needed to by a 75
One

percent vote at a general meeting, and compulsory acquisition
procedures were redundant.

In fact, I think

the main hindrance to the de-merger LBO in

Australia is the regulatory structure.

Looking to the US, the quasi-equity for these deals is sourced
primarily from the subordÍnated or high yield junk bond markets.
There js no substantive equivalent to this k'ind of financing in
Australia. Byvest has raised a mezzanine fund of $43,000,000 or
Sor but this is a relatively modest, size. The question then is
why cannot Australian specialists in LB0s tap into the US market
and raise subordinated debt wit,h the likes of Drexel Burnham over
there. Exchange risk is part'ly the issue, but the major reason
js cost. The major US LBO specialists finance their public deals
on the basis of "highly confident" letters from thetthighly
major
investment banks. Under US takeover rules, such a
confidenttt letter is sufficient, proof of interest capacity to let
the bidder make his offer. Now a "highly confident" letter is
not cheap to obtain, but it is a hell of a lot cheaper than
getting a full underwrit,ing, particularly when you start in the
absence of certainty that a bid will succeed. Assuming ure in
Byvest found an appropriate target for a de-merger type LBO on
the Australian stock exchange, I have to ask you, do you think
the NCSC wou'ld allow us, or anyone else for that matter, to
announce a bid? The answer has to be "Nott. The odd thing is
that, the NCSC rules therefore serve to inhibit our activities. I
am just not sure why Australian investors need more protection
than US investors.
we really need the NCSC to act as a nanny? tdhy not let the
stock market make its own evaluation of a bidrs prospects for
success? tllhat is t,he difference between it working out whether
Byvest/Drexels will be able to put a financing into pìace, and
deciding whet,her the Pratt/BTR bid for ACI would need a higher
price to go through?

Do

LEVEL PUIYII{G FIELDS

I will now turn to another aspect of the 'law which irritates me,
although I have to concede that I am not sure whether the problem
I am about to describe has its basis 'in the law or some kind of
cultural cringe.

I was in the US, and heard a speech given by the
C.E.0, of Macys. (Macys, I should say, about eighteen months ago

Three weeks ago
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did one of the largest leveraged buyouts or management buyouts in
US history. It was about a 4 billion dollar deal, I think.) He
told us that he had been asked on a number of occasions why they
did an MBO. His view was that this was the wrong question. Ïhey
decided to do the ltlacys MBO when they could find no reason not
to.

I doubt I could find one managing director of a major Australian
public company who would address the issue in that way, with a
presumpt'ion that it, should be done in the absence of a compel'ling
reason otherwise. As I said earlier, management must manage
their capital structures. The public listing has costs as well
as benefits.

ldhile the

director, w'ith little or no equity in his
faìls to address the issue of whether the
business would be worth more if privately owned, his major
shareholder (¡f t¡e has one) is probably a little more "hands on"
about th'is. It is probably an endemic issue for him as to
whether he should buy out the balance of his subsidiary or
managing

companyt probably

associate, as the case may be.

In deciding what to do about this, I wonder what financial and
other informat,ion is available to this major shareholder in
mak'ing that decision, I wonder whether, in using that
information, this shareholder tells the independent, directors on
the board of the subsidiary or associate that he is using
information about, the company, received by him, 'in his capacity
as a director of the company, for such a purpose, or even that he
is showing it to his financial advisors and his own directors?
I wonder if the offending major shareholder even knows that he
might be breaking the law in doing this?
Now letrs look again at our managing director. Hets pretty cute
- he has heard of Byvest. He might even know Ross Grant, Bill
Gurry or myself. 0r he might know someone on our supervisory
board - Fred Miìlar, John Dahlsen, or Richard ldiesener, say. He

might even think we are reasonably reputabie, possibly even "blue
chi pt'.

He's also heard about leveraged buyouts in the US. So he has a
decision to make - "do I sincerely want to be rich?t' If the
answer to my question, i.e. why do Australian managers rarely ask
themselves "should I do an M80", is the cultural crìnge, that

unlike t,heir US count,erparts they dontt, want tottyes,
become rich, I
complain, If, however, the answer is
I do want t,o
do an MBO and become rich'r, how does our managing director go
about, working on the deal? He has the same information which hjs
major shareholder has been happily using, but can he use it? He
does not want to talk to his controlling shareholder if t,here is
one, because he runs the risk of a career blot. hlhy should he
take this risk before he has any idea, on the basis of talks with
an LBO specialist, whether the deal will fly? But if he asks for
cannot
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t,he LBO specialist,

will betrnot, muchtt. If he
comes to me direct, I also must tell him to seek legal advice
before the corporate veil can be lifted. The managing director
is in effect in a kind of blind alley, a catch 22 sit,uation,
I'Jhat irrit,ates me part,icularly is that when I talk to my
counterparts in the US, they talk about the overwhelming
advantages of management-sponsored bidding groups. I just do not,
bitter

at this point in time,
hle at Byvest looked at doing a leveraged buyout with the
divisjonal management of Rheem. The managing director of Rheem
was not interested in doing the deal, but, the general managers
were, However, as a result of the antipathy of t,he managing
director, who since Rheem was taken over has moved onto pastures
neu, an¡ ¡ray, vre were unable to achieve the kind of access to the
general managers, to get the detailed informat,ion which we
needed, to develop a proposal. If BHP had been deciding whether
to bid for the minorities in Rheem, it would clearly have had
access to those managers and that information. I am forced to
the conclusion that the rules are different for major
see t,hen here

shareholders.

These issues are a major problem for lenders as well as LBO
specialists. Highly leveraged transactions of this kind can only
be put together with detai'led informat,ion on and knowledge of the
business being required. This informat,ion has to be disseminated
to al'l the financiers involved. The legal advice which is being
given to ryanagement is preventing this from happenÌng, while

identical "crimes", if that is the right, word, are being
of companies.
Everyone focuses in on the conflict,s of interest inherent in
management buyouts. I cannot see that conceptually these differ
significantly from the conflicts of interests inherent in a bid
for a subsidiary or an associate, presuming in both cases that
the bidder has access to corporate plans, strategies and
cor¡mitted on a dai'ly basis by major shareholders

management accounts.

l,lhat about a level playing field for management? Do we have to
change the law? 0r has someone got to sue a major shareholder
offeror? 0r does the advice given by lawyers to management have
to be more robusi, given that they are commercial lawyers?
Ladies and gentlemen, in the absence of erudition or wit, I have
sought to be a little controversial. I hope you will find
erudition and entertajnment in the debate which I hope this will
promote. Thank you.

